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I Married A Billionaire 1
Iris Knobloch, WarnerMedia’s former president of France, Benelux, Germany, Austria, and Switzerland, is launching a €250 million ($300M) European SPAC with Artemis, a holding company backed by ...
Ex-WarnerMedia President Iris Knobloch Launches $300M SPAC With Salma Hayek’s Billionaire French Husband François-Henri Pinault
Billionaire MacKenzie Scott, ex-wife of Amazon founder Jeff Bezos, has donated another $2.7bn (£1.9bn) to a range of charities ... He said in a letter: "In a stroke of happy coincidence, I am married ...
Billionaire Mackenzie Scott gives away £2bn more
In this case, the Russian billionaire has just taken delivery of the Skorpios, a 43-meter (140-foot) racing yacht, which cost $20 million and took four years to build, a person familiar with the ...
Feuding Billionaire Buys $20 Million Yacht as Wealthy Thrive
Speaking to The Sunday Times Home about her extravagant impulse buy, Malaysia-born Mandy Lieu, 36, stressed the importance of 'reconnecting with nature'.
Dior model who bought Ewhurst Park - former seat of Duke of Wellington - for £28million after a £29.7m 'break-up fee' from married billionaire tycoon says learning the rules ...
When host Andy Cohen said that she is the richest, Kylie shot back: 'I don't wake up and look at myself in the mirror, like, "Good morning self-made billionaire ... of $1.2 billion, Kylie ...
Kylie Jenner talks billionaire status on Kardashian reunion
When a celebrity or a billionaire sits down for the first time ... "I find that if people are still able to be happily married and be intimate, I think there's something to save," Cohen said.
Melinda Gates' divorce lawyer told us how he handles bitter splits between billionaire clients
The trove of IRS records recently uncovered by ProPublica has confirmed what many have always suspected: Billionaires often enjoy a substantially lower tax rate than the average American.
NERDWALLET: You too can reap the tax advantages of a Roth IRA
"There's not billions of billionaires. Let's come up with ... point tax to incomes above $2 million for married couples or above $1 million for individuals," according to a summary of the measure ...
'These revelations make me sick' — Cramer suggests a billionaire surtax after ProPublica bombshell
A funny thing happened while Paris Hilton was moving toward "billionaire" status — she ... Paris and Carter are now engaged and preparing to get married. The wedding planning process will ...
How Paris Hilton's love life changed her goal of becoming a billionaire
I am married to one of the most generous and kind people I know — and joining her in a commitment to pass on an enormous financial wealth to serve others," Jewett wrote. After donating $1.68 ...
Billionaire, philanthropist MacKenzie Scott marries Seattle science teacher
A married couple can now leave a total of $23.4 ... levied a tax of up to 10 percent on inheritances of $50,000 or more (about $1.1 million today); the levy was increased to 25 percent the ...
It’s Not Just Income Taxes. Billionaires Don’t Pay Inheritance Taxes Either.
He bought 1.7 million shares for just $1,700, and he did so in a powerhouse retirement account known as a Roth IRA. It’s not a coincidence that Thiel opted for a Roth IRA to hold his PayPal shares: ...
A Roth IRA could help you avoid taxes like the ultrawealthy
The married couple behind Chinese bubble tea chain Nayuki look set to become billionaires as the company ... will each have a fortune of at least $1.1 billion based on their stakes in Nayuki.
Chinese Husband-And-Wife Duo To Become Billionaires On Bubble Tea Chain’s IPO
Billionaire MacKenzie Scott has married a science teacher at her ... MacKenzie Scott donates $1.7bn since Bezos divorce Ms Scott, who is worth around $53bn according to Forbes's most recent ...
Billionaire Mackenzie Scott marries science teacher
The trove of IRS records recently uncovered by ProPublica has confirmed what many have always suspected: Billionaires often enjoy a substantially lower tax rate than the average American.
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